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 Abstract:   
Typical of male reluctance to accept the role of female involvement with entheogens, one recent authority on ancient 
wine has cast doubt on the very existence of the otherwise well-documented ecstatic rituals of the mountain revels of 
the women called bacchants for their celebration of the god Dionysus/Bacchus, since it would not seem in the best inter-
ests of the town for the men to allow their mothers, wives, and daughters to behave in such a liberated and profligate 
behavior. These women in actuality were engaged in the ritual gathering of sacred psychoactive plants, which involved 
the experience of divine possession by the deity and was described in a vocabulary of traditional sexual metaphors, such 
as are common among herb-gatherers. The performance of these rites was seen as essential for the identity and very 
existence of the city and for maintaining the proper relationship of the civilization and its culture with the female-
dominant matriarchal religions and peoples from which it evolved into the patriarchal revision over which the twelve 
Olympian deities presided in the Classical Age. The rites were also elemental for perpetuating the hybridization of edible 
foodstuffs from their toxic and primitive antecedents and for assigning and mediating the polarity of socially assigned 
sexual roles and identities. They indoctrinated the family in a metaphysical communion that spanned the grave and 
opened contact with the realm of the ancestors. As a beneficial transmutation of ghostly possession, the rites underlay 
the emergence of drama. It was the performances in the Theater of Dionysus in Athens that were largely responsible for 
the iconic role of the city in the future traditions of Europe. Mythical accounts traced the origin of the Ionian tribal group 
of Greeks to a similar rite of plant-gathering. 
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      The mountain revels in celebration of 
the Greek god Dionysus are well docu-
mented both through the metaphors nar-
rated in major works of literature and 
profusely depicted in vase paintings, but 
also as indisputable actual events record-
ed by reputable knowledgeable historians 
over a period that spans a millennium of  
Classical antiquity.  Nevertheless, a recent 
scholarly authority on ancient wine doubt-
ed that such behavior could ever have oc-
curred since the men would never have 
countenanced their women to engage in 
activities so profligate and hardly in the 
best interests of the town. 
 
      On the contrary, the revels were essential 
elements in the foundational etiology of the 
cities themselves, a covenant ritually reenact-
ed to perpetuate the mediation in an array of 
dichotomous oppositions. These included the 
evolution of culturally assigned gender  
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identifications and the definition of civi-
lized space within the surrounding wil-
derness, and the empowerment of political 
authority. The mediation spanned the 
realms of the living and the deceased, and 
the historical past as it evolved into the 
present time. It identified chemically al-
tered consciousness as the source of ulti-
mate knowledge, and the female as espe-
cially involved in the motif of entheogens, 
the role of plants and toxins as modes of 
communion with deity. 
 
      As the ritual degenerated in the Roman 
period, particularly in the Greek colonies 
of Southern Italy, men also participated 
and included unseemly obscenities and 
reportedly scandalous and effeminizing 
behavior. The scandal lead to the decree of 
the Roman Senate regulating the activities, 
seen as potentially subversive to the mas-
culinity of the Army and a threat to the 
State, dated to the year 186 BCE, one of the 










      These rituals were called bacchanalia 
and the women were known as bacchants 
for their devotion to the god Bacchus, who 
represented probably the more primitive 
persona of the deity Dionysus, with whom 
he is interchangeable and basically identi-
cal. With the name Bacchus, he was called 
from the pre-Greek language for the mys-
tical branch or shaman’s wand (bákkhos). 
As Dionysus, he was named by his Indo-
European root as the lamented dying and 
resurrected consort of the great Goddess 
(Sanskrit diousis, perfect passive participle 
of div- for ‘lament,’ a translation of the 
Semitic bakuy, meaning the same thing), 
both of whom as goddess and consort had 
many analogues throughout Phrygian 
Anatolia and Mesopotamia. They were 
imported into Rome as Cybele and her 
consort Attis at the end of the third centu-
ry BCE during the Second Punic War. In 
Greek, Cybele was interchangeable with 
the Cretan Rhea, the mother of Zeus, Dio-
nysus was interpreted with a false etymol-
ogy as the son of Zeus (Dios). In effect, 
another Zeus from the Nysa, the far-
distant land of his infancy. In Modern 
Greek, nystázo means to ‘doze off,’ to enter 
the ‘land of Nod,’ making Nysa as close as 
the most proximate alteration of con-
sciousness, a place where women were 
dominant and all plants were naturally 
toxic, affording access to their slumbering 
version of reality. The women were also 
known as maenads, for the mania that 
characterized their state of mind. Alt-
hough they accessed a divine frenzy, the 
means was not through the wine associat-
ed with Dionysus as his gift to civilized 
viticulture, but the primitive antecedents 
to the cultivated grapevine, associated 
more with his other persona as Bacchus. 
These were the plants of Nysa and were 
epitomized in the ivy (kissós), reportedly 
toxic in its natural state, and other similar 
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wild and intoxicating vines, typically smi-
lax (bindweed or wild morning glory) and 
bryony (wild cucumber). 
 
 
Shade-foot, mushroom personification 
 
      Dionysus was said to have discovered 
the secret of the grapevine in Nysa. The 
grapevine (ámpelos, named for its grasping 
‘tendrils,’ amphi-hélix) is edible in its natu-
ral state, as are its fruits, unlike the toxic 
berries of ivy, smilax, and bryony. The 
grapevine, moreover, requires human in-
tervention in the form of annual pruning 
to induce it to fruit with its clusters of edi-
ble grapes. Further human intervention 
can grow an intoxicant upon their juice 
from manipulation of the fungal yeasts 
occurring on the skins of the grapes, pro-
ducing a humanly manufactured inebri-
ant, which for this reason was considered 
civilized and culturally superior to the 
wild intoxicants. With the secret of this 
magical transmutation, Dionysus traveled 
back from Nysa to the cities of cultured 
civilization, offering his gift of wine, 
which by its nature represents the triumph 
of human intervention over the forces of 
the uncivilized wilderness. Wine is a drink 
that mediates the worlds of Nysa and civi-
lization, and this civilizing aspect of the 
deity was celebrated as Dionysia, festivals 
of theater. The iconography of the god as 
patron of the arts was fundamental to the 
identity of the city as a cultural icon, an 
idea that dominated in the Classical peri-
od, which was controlled both socially and 
politically by men. The drink was central 
to the symposium, where men discussed 
matters of philosophy and cemented the 
male homoerotic bonding essential to the 
interests of politics and business. If wom-
en attended, they were not members of the 
female citizenry, but paid companions or 
hetaerae, unlike the wives, educated in the 





Claviceps purpurea, fruiting stage 
 
 
      Periodically, however, the wives and 
daughters forsook their lives sheltered 
within the confines of the home and as-
sembled outside the city in a sacred place 
identified as the nearest analogue of the 
primordial Nysa, typically a mountainside, 
the habitat of wild plants, not the plow 
lands of cultivation. The assembly reunit-
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ed them into a common sisterhood of fe-
males, reversing the separations imposed 
by the matrimonial rites that sequestered 
them apart into their husbands’ house-
holds. They joined in groupings as nubile, 
maternal, and postmenopausal, represent-
ing the trinity that characterized the an-
cient power of the female deity, before her 
submission to patriarchal dominance. Fig-
urines from Minoan Crete equate this trin-
ity to the phases of the moon, marking the 
same periodicity as the menstrual cycle. 
Women living together tend to synchro-
nize their cycles, a phenomenon that is 
disrupted by the separation and sequestra-
tion imposed by matrimony. In contrast to 
the cultured discussion and drinking of 
wine, which characterized the symposium, 
the bacchants enacted the fantasies of 
women engaged in the root-cutting or 
herb gathering of the wild precedents to 
viticulture. This is indicated by the em-
blem of their activity, the thyrsus, the stalk 
of the giant fennel stuffed with leaves of 
ivy, which was the prototypic receptacle 
for gathered magical herbs, called a 
nárthex, which has the obvious etymology 
as the storage-container (thex) for drug-
plants (narcotics). The bacchants are de-
picted with a stylized efflorescence of 
flowers or with tendrils of ivy in their 
hands. The thyrsus represents mystical 
transcendence, and thus the toxic ivy and 
its analogues can be replaced with a pine-
cone. The pineal gland is so named for its 
resemblance to a pinecone and in antiquity 
was identified as the bodily organ that 
functioned as the spiritual gateway of the 
soul to altered vision. The thyrsus thus 
indicates not only what the bacchants were 
doing, but also the nature of the experi-
ence that they thereby accessed. 
 
      Where such root-cutting persists doc-
umented in the superstitious lore of the 
modern world, such as until at least re-
cently in Rumania, it involves lascivious 
fantasies engaging with the spirit resident 
within the plants, and a compensatory 
restitution or symbolic exoneration for the 
taking of its life. Although men are also 
herbalists, women commonly predomi-
nate worldwide, supposedly because of 
their intuitive empathy with the cycles of 
Nature and reproductive fecundity. The 
bacchants are depicted fending off the 
encounter with creatures materialized 
from the wilderness, typically ithyphallic 
goat-men or satyrs. The grazing habit of 
the goat posed a threat to the vineyards, 
and hence the goat represents the primor-
dial opponent of viticulture, an appropri-
ate victim sacrificed to the deity to enable 
and facilitate his manifestation as wine. 
The goat’s inebriated behavior also figured 
as an indicator of the untested toxicity of 
wild plants, which rendered its flesh simi-
larly intoxicating. The goat was the cus-
tomary victim offered to the god, and a 
goat’s hide was commonly used as a wine-
skin, with its ‘foot’ or penis as the mouth-
piece. The god himself commonly materi-
alized amid the revel, but with his mascu-
linity disguised, despite his beard, by 
cross-dressing as a woman. Similarly, the 
maenads on occasion are depicted with a 
matching sexual reversal, despite their 
exposed breasts, revealing a penis ap-
pended to the goatskin that covers their 
genitals. Cross-dressing, as documented 
for Sparta, was practiced as a mediation 
on the nuptial night, and in the revel, it 
presents the deity as the non-threatening 
sexual partner of the maenads, who were 
all termed his nymphs or ‘brides.’ 
 
      The maenads engaged in a hunt, with 
their prey identified with zoomorphic 
metaphors for the gathered plants. They 
are depicted presenting their catch along 
with vines of ivy to the cross-dressing god, 
typically the hare or rabbit, chosen for 
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their mad mating and female fecundity. 
The women are also seen dancing dis-
guised as rabbits presenting themselves to 
the deity. It would be implausible to ex-
pect that the women without nets and 
training could manage to catch anything 
but a metaphoric animal. Thus among the 
beasts of their prey, there commonly fig-
ure wolves and leopards, which is hardly 
believable, and even wild bulls, torn limb 
from limb with their bare hands, an un-
likely and indeed impossible reality, alt-
hough appropriate for their imagined per-
sona as cows mooing in estrus. They also 
on occasion similarly rendered their own 
babies apart, although they did not bring 
their infants to the revels, but found them 
in fantasy materialized as the gathered 
plants. They are seen cradling the infant 
god in a winnowing basket or fan (líknon), 
which is the agricultural tool used to sepa-
rate the grain from the chaff by tossing it 
to the wind on the threshing floor, hence 
symbolic of the mediation between culti-
vation and its inedible antecedents. So also 
were they said in poetic accounts to have 
nursed wolf cubs and fawns with the milk 
of their breasts, at least those who were 
still lactating, with their infants aban-
doned back home. They handled serpents, 
which they milked for their toxins, as an 
analogue for the plants, since plants either 
acquired their toxicity by growing in prox-
imity to the serpent or imparted their own 
botanical toxins to the latter by serving as 
its food. The analogue with the several 
Minoan snake goddess figurines is the 
obvious precedent, which also identify the 
milk of the goddess as a sacred potion, 
poured from the breasts of a chalice, and 
probably analogous to the milk drained 
from capsules of opium poppy. The wom-
an also held fire innocuously in their 
hands, which again is implausible except 
as metaphoric for the spiritual essence of 
the gathered plant. 
 
   
Amanita muscaria, fly agaric mushroom 
   
  Despite their obvious ecstatic poses and 
deranged mental states, on no occasion are 
they ever seen drinking wine. The physical 
rendering of their so-called victims was 
certainly an element of the ritual, termed 
the sparagmós, and that was what they ‘ate 
raw,’ the so-called omophagía. It was meta-
phorically something that burst from the 
bare rock as a natural spring of the god’s 
drink when the thyrsus or narthex struck 
the ground, milk that gushed as they 
scratched the earth with their fingers, 
dripping from the ivy leaves like a sweet 
stream of honey. These are all metaphors. 
As literal reality it might be compare to the 
mistaken early anti-Christian rhetoric that 
described the Eucharist as the feasting 





Tabanus bovinus, horsefly, gadfly, Greek oístros, 
estrus 
 
      Prototypic of the plants gathered was 
the mushroom. In ordinary culinary no-
menclature, persisting as late as the fourth 
century CE, the stipe of the mushroom 
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was called its thyrsus, making it into an 
analogue of the root-cutter’s receptacle, 
with the mushroom’s cap representing the 
ivy and other wild plants stuffed into the 
narthex stalk. The fermentation process 
was correctly recognized in antiquity as a 
fungal growth. Mushrooms themselves 
were called a ‘fermentation of earth.’ A 
fragment of a fifth-century BCE tragedy 
describes the ground bellowing like bulls 
with fruiting mushrooms. The metaphor 
supplies the etymology for mushroom in 
English. The word is an import from Late 
Latin as early as the Elizabethan Age 
through the intermediary of French 
mousseron, ultimately derived from the 
verb mussare, which is onomatopoetic for 
making the sound of mooing or bellowing 
cattle. There could be no plant better suit-
ed as representing the wild antecedent to 
the fungal growth that yields wine 
through human intervention with the nat-
ural wilderness. The word for wine 
([w]oínos) is cognate with ‘vine’ ([w]ítys) 
and designates the felloe or rim of a 
spooked wheel, which is a common ideo-
gram for the underside of a mushroom’s 
gilled cap. The intermediary status of the 
mushroom’s classification as neither a 
plant nor an animal is reflected in its 
abundant occurrences in folkloric tradi-
tion, where it functions as the ultimate 
mediator between oppositional forces and 
concepts. This dichotomy inevitably sug-
gests the divide between the realms of life 
and death, and the mushroom lends itself 
readily to zoomorphism and anthropo-
morphic materializations as guides or 
modes of transport across intervening 
frontiers. 
          As such, many Greek and Anatolian 
phallic tombstones from all periods sur-
vive in the shape more correctly recog-
nized as a mushroom. 
       
 
Mushroom tombstone of Lysandra 
 
. The asymmetry of the glans is never 
shown, nor the urinal duct nor the testi-
cles, and the knob is often flat or spherical. 
Both the duct as the ‘eye’ and the testicles, 
in contrast, were elements commonly in-
cluded in sculptural and painted represen-
tations of the phallus and its metaphoric 
deployment on the comic stage. As the 
scholarly authorities on Greek burial cus-
toms concluded, none of these tombstones 
bear the slightest resemblance to the organ 
which the Greek artists knew so well, and 
the only group of objects which they can 
said to resemble is toadstools. In fact, 
‘mushroom’ appears to have been a meta-
phor for both the erect penis and for the 
burial coffin or the tomb. These mushroom 
tombstones can be traced back to naturally 
occurring megalithic structures found 
throughout Thrace and Bulgaria that 
marked necropolises and sanctuaries as 
early as the mid second millennium BCE, 
sometimes with the fungal resemblance 
improved through human intervention, 
and to natural stone basins employed as 
troughs for the treading of grapes, some-
times ornamented with the carving of a 
mushroom. 
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Mithras wearing Phrygian cap 
 
      The wine of the men’s symposium rep-
resented a mediation with the wild plants 
gathered in the bacchanalian revel of the 
maenads. As the central element of the 
male dominated ‘communal drinking’ or 
symposium, it was emblematic of sophis-
ticated cultural norms, contrasted against 
the wild ecstasy of the females liberated in 
the mountain revel. Dionysus had the epi-
thet of the ‘Liberator’ (Eleutherios), Latin 
Liber. Wine was customarily drunk diluted 
with three or four parts water, but even 
diluted it was extraordinarily potent. The 
alcohol produced by natural fermentation 
is limited to around 13%, after which con-
centration the aqueous environment be-
comes too inhospitable for continued 
growth. Distillation of liquids, which can 
produce higher concentrations, was un-
known in antiquity and was not discov-
ered until the fourteenth century CE, 
when the distillate was named alcohol 
(with the Arabic definite article) by analo-
gy to the process for metallic distillates 
(like khol, sulfide of antimony) and equat-
ed to the quinta essentia (quintessence, the 
‘fifth quality’) that Aristotle had postulat-
ed as the element of the celestial bodies 
that permeated matter as the spiritual 
soul. It was named aqua vitae, the ‘water of 
life.’ As little as a pint of diluted 4% alco-
holic content drunk over a period of sev-
eral hours in a symposium in a succession 
of rounds or toasts could induce extreme 
intoxication. Only four rounds could result 
in mental derangement, and further drink-
ing often ended in a brawl. The toxicity of 
the diluted wine was due to the addition 
of herbal and other toxins that symbolized 
the incorporation of the inebriants that 
predated the god’s discovery of viticul-
ture. These included even deadly poisons 
like hemlock (Conium maculatum) in sub-
lethal dosages. This tradition survives in 
the Modern Greek folk wine of retsina and 
in the demotic naming of the drink not 
‘wine’ ([w]oínos), but the ‘mix’ (krasí). The 
pine resin adds psychoactive terpenes to 
the wine and acts as an antioxidant to re-
tard its acidification to vinegar (‘sour 
wine’). A recent archaeological discovery 
of an intact wine cellar from the mid sec-
ond millennium BCE confirms the pres-
ence of psychoactive additives to the wine. 
A Greek fifth-century red-figure hydria 
found in a cemetery of ancient Ainos 
(modern Enez, Turkey) depicts what is 
obviously a cultic scene, probably relative 
to the funerary rites performed for the 
burial of the deceased. A mushroom is 
highlighted as a special ingredient to be 
added along with other vine plants (per-
haps smilax or bryony) to the mixing of a 




Phrygian cap, Thracian men with Orpheus 
 
      Wine was paired with bread as the 
fundamental foodstuffs of civilized hu-
mankind. Thus the gift of Dionysus was 
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matched by the cultivated grain which 
was the gift of the goddess Demeter. As 
the pre-Greek female dominant deities 
evolved into their Olympian personae as 
characterized in the patriarchal revision of 
the Classical Age, the Minoan goddess 
Demeter became a sister of Zeus, from 
whom she conceived Persephone as their 
daughter. Although an Olympian by her-
itage from both her mother and father, 
Persephone was abducted from her female 
herbalist companions to the netherworld 
by Zeus’s chthonic brother Hades when 
she picked the ‘narcotic’ nárkissos flower 
(narcissus, probably Pancratium mariti-
mum, the sea daffodil depicted in Minoan 
art in scenes of herb gathering). Ultimately 
the abductor Hades was interchangeable 
with the chthonic Dionysus who predated 
viticulture, and Persephone’s abduction is 
a version of the bacchant revel. With the 
evolution of the agrarian arts, 
Hades/Dionysus evolved into Iacchus 
(Iakkhos), an onomatopoetic calque of Bac-
chus who personified the ‘joyous shout’ 
(iá-iá) of the initiates in the Eleusinian 
Mystery religion as they returned from 
their journey to visit Persephone at the 
critical moment that she gave birth to her 
son, conceived as she left the netherworld. 
She became pregnant as she ate a seed 
(semen) of pomegranate, which is named 
rhoá in Greek for the comparison of its 
seeded bloody pulp to the womb’s men-
strual ‘flux.’ The myth encodes the fun-
damental motif of agriculture that the seed 
must be entrusted into the ground in order 
to sprout and that death is the prelude for 
life eternal. Persephone becomes the bride 
of Hades, a chthonic in-law of her Olym-
pian family and recurrent visitor of her 
mother in the celestial realm. As such, she 
sets the pattern for human existence, the 




Zeus with vajra thunderbolt 
 
      The Mystery, like the ritual of the mae-
nads, reunited the three stages of the men-
struating female in the personae of the 
triple goddess as Persephone, Demeter, 
and the terrifying third, Hecate, the post-
menopausal crone, who was the knowl-
edgeable master of pharmaceuticals and 
presided over the totality of womanhood, 
ministering as midwife and lactating wet-
nurse to the other two. The son born in the 
Mystery had many names. Ultimately he 
was a version of the Dionysus sacrificed to 
the evolving arts of cultivation. He was 
called Brimos, the matrilineal son of his 
fearsome mother Brimo (Brimos recalls the 
epithet of Dionysus as Bromios), and he 
was called Demophoön, the heroic but 
mortal ‘victim offered for the benefit the popu-
lace,’ and also Eubouleus, the personifica-
tion of the ‘grand design’ that was enacted 
in the abduction, and Iasion, the personifi-
cation of ‘toxicity.’ As with Iacchus, these 
names with the iá- root are derived from 
iós, the homonymous word for ‘toxin’ and 
the toxic ‘arrow’ of the poisoned bow, as 
occurs also in the iatró, who is the drug-
man or doctor, and in Iamos, who was the 
eponymous ancestor of the shamans who 
practiced at the sanctuary of Olympia.  
With the name of Triptolemus, he first 
proselytized the agrarian arts throughout 
the world, ultimately as the ‘triple warrior’ 
(ptólemos/pólemos, ‘war’) who was son of 
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the reunited trinity of goddesses. He is 
named for the primordial plow field 
(trípolos). The intrusion of the phallic 
plowshare into the symbolic vulva that is 
the furrow of the plowed field, converting 
it from the natural wilderness to cultivated 
arable land, is a sexual affront upon the 
sanctity of Earth, which must be appeased 
by a compensatory offering. In mythical 
tradition, the first plowman was sacrificed 
in the field he plowed, as was told about 
Iason and Demeter at the marriage feast of 
Cadmus and Harmonia, and the rite was 
repeated symbolically at each annual first 
insertion of the plowshare in a special field 
allocated for the inaugural plowing. Simi-
lar rites are practiced worldwide, and are 
still commemorated in the wheaten cake 
adorned with figurines of the wedding 
couple in a bower, representing the field 
for their inaugural intercourse. 
 
      The same pattern of the vine opposed 
to its wild antecedents occurs in the culti-
vation of the grains. The sheaves of culti-
vated barley represent the agrarian antith-
esis of wild inedible grasses. Such edible 
cereal grains, of which the barley of Deme-
ter/Ceres was prototypic, were hybridized 
from more primitive grains. The most 
primitive is spelt (Triticum spelta), so 
named because it fruits with spikes con-
sisting of only two ‘split’ red grain kernels. 
These spikes resemble a common, poten-
tially deadly fungal infestation of the grain 
crop, ergot (Claviceps purpurea), which can 
cause delusionary sight and gangrenous 
limbs, accompanied with uncontrollable 
muscular twitching, like a wild dancing. 
Its name as ergot describes its likeness to a 
cockspur, protruding from the ear of corn. 
Hybridizing, moreover, is an ongoing pro-
cess. Without continual human interven-
tion, the hybridized grain would regress to 
its more primitive grassy manifestations. 
This is clear, for example, in the selective 
hybridizing of Indian corn by the indige-
nous peoples of the New World. If the cob 
falls to the ground, the next shoots that 
sprout from the entire ear will crowd each 
other out, so that their stalks grow pro-
gressively weaker and shorter, reverting to 
primitivism. 
 
      Weeds similarly infringe upon the 
healthy growth of the cultivated grains. A 
common weed in fields of grain is darnel 
or tares (Lolium temulentum). Its botanic 
nomenclature defines its species as 
‘drunken,’ although it contains in itself no 
intoxicating chemical. Its reputation in 
antiquity as a toxin that induces altered 
eyesight derives solely from its common 
tendency to host the parasitic ergot, to 
which it is particularly susceptible. Darnel 
produced a cheap bread of proverbially 
poor quality. It threatened the cultivated 
crop, not only by competing for space, but 
also by contamination from its parasitic 
fungus. The ergot was called ‘rust’ (Greek 
erysíbe, Latin robiga) in antiquity, by which 
metaphor it not only designated its red 
color, but also likened it to the metallic 
oxidizing corruption that causes the iron 
tool to revert to the natural ore from which 
it was manufactured. 
 
      The goddess Demeter bore the epithet 
of Erysibe and wore slippers of reddish 
purple. In European folkloric tradition, the 
ergot is metaphorically a pack of grain 
wolves, led by the grain Mother, rustling 
through the sheaves of fruiting grain, leav-
ing the protruding kernels as ‘wolf teeth,’ 
that are also the iron teats of the goddess, 
who seduces children to come and nurse, 
rendering them maddened. A red dog was 
the annual victim of choice at the festival 
of the Robigalia in Roman times to ward 
off the threatened infestation of ergot. The 
redness of the dog not only matched the 
color of the rust, but also associated it with 
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the fox, which was interchangeable as a 
canine with the wolf, and hence the red 
dog represented also the primitive ances-
tors of the domesticated canine. The dog 
as victim was a pacified version of the 
human offered in sacrifice as the primor-
dial plowmen like Triptolemus and Iasion. 
Thus there was also a mythical tradition 
that the rust scraped from a sacrificial 
knife was the antidote for the sexual impo-
tency of a boy who had feared that he was 
the designated human victim. Significant-
ly, the Thracian bacchants could also be 
called ‘vixen’ for the red fox pelt that they 
wore as headgear. The maenads could be 
imagined as a pack of hounds, urged on 
by their leader, the wolf-headed goddess 
of madness, who personified the rabidity 
as the ‘Vixen’ Lyssa and the toxins that 
turn the domesticated dog into the vicious 
wolf. They also traditionally wore knee-
high hunting boots fashioned from the 
pelt of the fox. 
 
      This fox skin is the origin of the Phryg-
ian cap, which has a long survival 
throughout Europe as emblematic of Lib-
erty and initiation into societies with mys-
tical secrets. Stylized as a red pointed con-
ical felt hat, often flopped over or pulled 
forward, it imitates the snout of the fox; 
and the botanical source for the empow-
erment it signifies can be traced back to 
the wild mushroom as a sacrament of lu-
pine fraternities of warriors. It survives in 
European folklore in the fairytale of Rot-
käppchen, ‘Little Red Cap,’ known in Eng-
lish as ‘Little Red Riding Hood,’ a tale of 
female initiation and lycanthropy. 
 
      Just as the wine from the cultivated 
grapevine represents human intervention 
and control over wild fungal growths, 
ergot contains a complex of toxins, from 
which can be extracted LSA (lysergic acid 
amide), a natural analogue of LSD, known 
in the New World as the visionary ololiuh-
qui from the seeds of certain morning glo-
ries. Ergot is easily recognizable as a 
mushroom when the mycelia that infests 
and enlarges the kernel of grain enters its 
fruiting stage, producing mushrooms easi-
ly visible to the naked eye, making the 
ergot appear to be the seed for the other-
wise totally wild and seedless mushroom. 
Like the vinous potion of diluted wine and 
wild toxic additives, the sacred mixed or 
‘stirred’ potion (kykeon) drunk by the initi-
ates in the Eleusinian Mystery combined 
kernels of the cultivated barley in an 
aqueous medium with toxic commemora-
tions of the pre-agricultural world, nomi-
nally barley and the insecticide fleabane, 
with the secret visionary entheogen ex-
tracted from ergot as the mediator be-
tween the polar oppositions. The psycho-
active potency of the potion is clearly indi-
cated by the notorious scandal occasioned 
in the year 415 BCE by its profane use as a 
recreational drug at drinking parties. The 
kykeón is sometimes translated as a ‘barley 
ale,’ but barley and other grains will not 
ferment unless they are malted to convert 
their starches into sugars, and beer was 
not a prohibited drink in antiquity. 
 
      The inaugural plowing was the etiolog-
ical myth for founding of the city, best 
represented in the tale of Cadmus and the 
sowing of the serpent’s fangs as the crop 
of indigenous inhabitants of Thebes. As 
they sprouted from the ground, they were 
tricked into fighting with each other in 
internecine strife as a mode of blaming 
them for their own slaughter. The few 
survivors represented the most ancient 
and noble families of Thebes, tracing de-
scent to a time that predated the patriar-
chal revision of its mode of society. The 
inaugural human victim was repeated in 
the myth of the daughters of Cadmus and 
Harmonia, Semele and Agave, whose re-
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spective sons Dionysus and Pentheus pair 
off in the bacchant revel, with Pentheus 
tricked into accepting his inevitable role as 
the ‘suffering’ (pénthos) antithesis to Dio-
nysus with his gift of wine. Pentheus is 
plucked from the mountain, rendered limb 
from limb, with his head placed as the 
gathered wild plant atop the thyrsus. The 
horror of his dismemberment at the hands 
of his mother represents the outcome for a 
city that rejects the cult of Dionysus, and it 
is contrasted with the utopian wilderness 
experienced by the bacchants who attend-
ed the god from Phrygia and form the 
chorus of the tragedy. 
 
      The covenant of the foundational myth 
was reenacted annually by extinguishing 
all fires throughout the city, causing a ces-
sation of cooking and all the arts of indus-
try and civilization. Fire as the primordial 
civilizing force had first been stolen from 
the gods by Prometheus, analogous to the 
fiery essence of a sacred plant that he 
gathered and hid in the thyrsus/narthex. 
After a period, in which men and women 
separated, the first fire was rekindled from 
a sacred source, to renew its force, which 
was thought to have weakened through 
continual usage. The fire was seen as anal-
ogous to the heat of sexual desire, and its 
rekindling signified a return to normal life 
with a renewed intensity of physical con-
course. Similar rites are practiced world-
wide, and its symbolism underlies the 
midnight candle lighting of the Easter ser-
vice in the Orthodox and Catholic 
Churches. 
 
      The mythical precedent was the repul-
sive stench of the women of the island of 
Lemnos. It had driven their husbands 
away to consort with prostitutes on the 
Thracian mainland, and its mysterious 
cause was a curse for some slight to the 




Eagle (Raven) bread, Torment of Prometheus 
 
        The notorious smell was the overmas-
tering scent of their pheromone, likened to 
the noxious sulfurous fumes emanating 
from the volcano of Lemnos, where Aph-
rodite slept with her husband Hephaestus, 
and the bituminous discharge identified as 
the menses of Earth. Although Aphrodite 
had several children, none were from her 
husband. In frustrated retaliation for their 
abandonment, the women had murdered 
their husbands and all the males of the 
island, sons and fathers included, led by 
their queen Hypsipyle, who spared only 
her own father, a son from the union of 
Dionysus with his bride Ariadne, a ver-
sion of the old Minoan goddess. The vol-
cano was the blacksmith’s forge of He-
phaestus, where he tended the alchemical 
crucible of its crater; the forge was tradi-
tionally seen as the body of a female, emit-
ting noxious fumes and the menses of its 
slag, and the smiths who tended her were 
grotesque phallic creatures and masters of 
the secret arts of enchantment. The rekin-
dling of the fire from the volcano signified 
a return to sexual concourse as the desper-
ate women welcomed the visit of a whole 
boatload of willing men sailing on the ship 
Argo, captained by Jason (Iason) on his 
quest for the magical Golden Fleece. De-
spite her lascivious infidelity and cuckold-
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ed husband, Aphrodite joined Persephone 
as patron of marital union and fecundity. 
Aphrodite even lent her magical (probably 
menstrual) belt to Hera so that she could 
rouse the interest of her own husband 
Zeus, and she was similarly paired with 
Hera’s Roman equivalent Juno as sponsor 
of matrimony. Lemnos was repopulated 
with male offspring. 
 
      The ritual mediation of the marital un-
ion was celebrated as the Thesmophória 
festival. In the various cities, women again 
deserted the sequestration within their 
husbands’ homes and bivouacked together 
in the open air, refraining from sexual in-
tercourse with their mates. The Lemnian 
stench was imitated with the pungent 
scent of chaste berry (Vitex agnus castus), 
which supposedly calmed sexual libido 
and was efficacious as a contraceptive. 
They reportedly drank heavily of the god’s 
wine, as they conversed with prostitutes, 
handled replicas of the sexual organs, and 
learned obscenities from the professional 
female hetaerae, as titillating incitements 
during this period of enforced chastity, 
which in some cities lasted as long as sev-
eral weeks, long enough to synchronize 
their pheromones. In the Roman period, 
the festival was celebrated as the Bona Dea 
(‘Good Goddess’) and involved masturba-
tory obscenities with toxic psychoactive 
unguents. Upon the relighting of the fire, 
they would return home, with intensified 
sexual desire and proficiency. ‘Hot’ and 
‘burning fires’ were common metaphors 
on the comic stage for sexuality. 
 
      The sequestration also had ritual sig-
nificance as renewing the agrarian fecun-
dity of the plow land. They slaughtered 
pigs at the Thesmophória. The choice of 
victim was determined both because of its 
association with Demeter and the abduc-
tion of her daughter Persephone, and be-
cause the piglet was a common metaphor 
for the female pudendum, acknowledging 
an awareness that the pig responds to the 
human pheromones. The slaughtered pigs 
were tossed into a subterranean chasm, 
infested with serpents, where the remains 
putrefied. Then the stinking rotten flesh 
was retrieved and smeared upon an altar 
(or perhaps the sacred primordial plow-
field), as sympathetic magic indicating the 
putrefaction as the source of the land’s 
renewed fecundity. The festival was 
named for the ‘carrying’ of something eu-
phemistically designated as ‘what was 
right.’ 
 
      Inevitably, Dionysus was involved in 
the transition of death and the rites of the 
funeral. Numerous ceramic vessels sur-
vive from tombs in Southern Italy. They 
depict the deceased engaged in the final 
revel, en route to a marital union in the 
other world, attended by satyrs and con-
fronting the deity as the ultimate lover. 
For men, this was the god’s bride Ariadne. 
Dionysus, by most accounts, was not a 
member of the Olympian family, but like 
Persephone, only a frequent visitor. Like 
Persephone, he, too, suffered periodic 
death and renewal. Each harvest of the 
grapevine signified his sacrifice in his per-
sona as patron of viticulture. The harvest-
ers were disguised as ithyphallic satyrs to 
blame the grape’s demise upon the resur-
gent forces of primitivism. The grape har-
vest coincided with the advent of colder 
weather, which triggered the resurgent 
growth of the ivy, which had languished 
through the heat of summer, when the 
vine, in contrast, had grown vigorously. 
The juice from the fruits trodden under-
foot was filtered through a ‘basket’ (a 
common metaphor for the vulva, and the 
foot in the basket implies sexuality, as 
does the ‘weaving’ of the basket) and it 
was channeled into a subterranean burial 
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in a píthos vessel, whereupon the world 
reverted to primitivism, with parades of 
the phallus and the winter revels of the 
bacchants. The phallus signifies female 
dominance, since the male’s penile arousal 
occurs beyond his personal control. Mys-
teriously, however, the juice did not show 
the normal indications of death. Instead of 
emitting a noisome stench like rotting mat-
ter, it produced the sweet scent of fermen-
tation. Nor did it lose its spirit, since fer-
mentation produces a bubbling efferves-
cence, nor was it cold like inanimate mat-
ter, but the process engenders a noticeable 
heating. The process was likened to stew-
ing, which hastens a beneficial kind of 
putrefaction, and is similar to the transmu-
tations effected in the metallurgical forge 
and the gestation of the fetus within the 
womb. The ‘oven’ was a comic obscenity 
for the womb, with the pubic hair as the 
blackened bottom of the stewpot. With the 
completion of the transformation, the dead 
god was resurrected in his infancy as the 
new wine. The opening of the píthos would 
ordinarily emit a waft of noxious scent 
from the sulfur initially burnt to fumigate 
the empty vessel as an antioxidant, as is 
still practiced today in winemaking. It was 
thus like opening an entombment and 
analogous to a return from the grave. 
 
      This opening of the píthos was celebrat-
ed in the early February three-day festival 
of the Anthestéria (ánthos, the ‘Flower Fes-
tival’), which marked the completion of 
the fermenting transmutation. When the 
píthoi of newly fermented wine were 
broached on the first day, called the Pi-
thoigia, the deity displayed his greatest 
manifestation as the universal mediator 
between all the realms and ranks of socie-
ty and gender, including the slaves. The 
festival was celebrated throughout the 
cities of Greece, although more is known 
from the ceremony in Athens. It brought 
husbands together with their wives and 
sons and daughters. With the opening of 
the wine casks, the graves of Athens simi-
larly were thought to come unsealed, 
yielding up the spirits of the ancestors to 
join with the living in the feasting. The 
festival apparently was enacted just out-
side the Sacred Gate of the city in the cem-
etery in the marshy land to the west below 
the Acropolis in the region of the potters’ 
quarters at the start of the road that led to 
Eleusis. Feasting in the cemetery is a 
worldwide custom of communion with 
the deceased, best known as the Ma-
yan/Aztec Hanal Pixán, the ‘Meal of the 
Souls’ as celebrated for the Mexican Days 
of the Dead festival. For this shared com-
munal dining, a special etiquette of table 
manners was required to assure the prop-
er separation of the living from the reve-
nants wandering abroad, still polluted 
from the grave. One preliminary precau-
tion on the day before the festival was to 
cleanse the living from their own gastric 
residual putrefaction by chewing upon a 
medicinal root that functioned as a purga-
tive cleansing laxative (rhámnos, buck-
thorn, Rhamnus cathartica), gathered from 
the vicinity of a temple of the netherworld 
goddess Nemesis (‘Retribution’) in the 
plain of Marathon northeast of the city, 
where her cult statue depicted her with a 
crown of stag antlers and little Victory 
goddesses in commemoration of the defeat 
of the invading Persians in 490 BCE, which 
was seen as the rout of the forces of primi-
tivism. As the casks were broached, the 
officiating priest prayed that its ‘drug’ 
(phármakon) be beneficial. 
 
      Separate but welcome was the rule for 
this holiday. Thus instead of sharing a 
common table and serving the wine from 
the mixing kratér, individual tables were 
employed and the wine was drunk from 
private pitchers or chóës, which provided 
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the name for the second day of Anthesté-
ria as Chóës, the ‘Feast of Pitchers.’  The 
chóës (singular choús) were without han-
dles and had a characteristic lip with three 
pouring spouts, the triple design associat-
ing them with the female and her three 
sacred personae. These pitchers occur in 
two sizes, one that held about a quart for 
the adults, and smaller ones for the chil-
dren, who were initiated into their first 
experience of inebriation at the age of 
three or four. Many of the latter smaller 
chóës survive since they were buried with 
children who died before attaining the age 
for their initiation. 
 
      The mythical etiology for the separate 
dining was Orestes’ visit to Athens, pur-
sued by his dead mother and her troupe of 
avenging Furies from the netherworld. 
The Athenians were obliged to offer him 
hospitality, but they were cautious to keep 
him at distance since he was delusionary 
and polluted from his crime of matricide. 
The event ratified the patriarchal revision 
of society, since Orestes on this occasion 
was brought to trial on the Hill of Ares 
adjacent to the entrance gate to the Acrop-
olis, with the Athenian jurors equally di-
vided about his guilt. Athena herself cast 
the deciding verdict, claiming that the fa-
ther was the true parent of a child, with 
the mother providing only the vehicle for 
its maturation and birth. This misogynist 
view persisted until the early seventeenth 
century CE, when it appeared at first con-
firmed by the new invention of the micro-
scope, which showed the tiny sperm as 
apparently already independently living 
creatures. Athena judged this on the prec-
edent of her own birth from her father 
Zeus, without a mother. 
 
      Dionysus had a similar unnatural 
birth, witnessed emerging from his father, 
without a mother. As the universal media-
tor, however, he also had mother, and he 
was said to have journeyed to the nether-
world, where he discovered his mother 
Semele and reunited her with Zeus on 
Olympus, where she received a new name 
as Thyone, the personification of the ‘fren-
zy’ that possessed the bacchants in their 
plant gathering revels. Since she was 
awarded the same celestial crown as the 
wedding crown of Ariadne (the constella-
tion Corona Borealis), she is analogous to 
her own son’s queen, a role that will be 
assimilated to the Virgin Mary upon her 
Ascension as the Regina Coeli, ‘Queen of 
Heaven,’ wife to the deity in his persona 
as the ‘Almighty’ Pantocrator. 
 
      Children on the chóës pitchers are de-
picted performing both the dithyrambic 
dance around the phallic pole, which 
symbolized the deity’s double birth as the 
phallus from between his father’s euphe-
mistically termed ‘thigh,’ and the god’s 
marital union with the titular queen of 
Athens, which was a secret annual event 
(referred to as árrheta hierá, ‘unspeakable 
rites’) that occurred on the evening of the 
first day of the Anthestéria. The dithyramb 
supposedly commemorated Dionysus as 
the deity who ‘came twice’ to the gate of 
birth, with both a mother and a father. 
Thus the children at this early age were 
initiated into the most profound aspects of 
the deity and his sacred intoxicant as sym-
bolic of family values uniting men and 
women in a complex that included the 
deceased ancestors and spanned the 
realms of the netherworld and the celestial 
empyrean. 
 
      As part of the festivities, the pubescent 
maiden girls were placed on display to 
potential suitors, seated on a throne dan-
gling from trees in a ritual of swinging, 
called the Aióra (‘swing’). The suspension 
separated the girls from the female ele-
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ment of the ground and placed them in a 
liminal position for a rite of passage for 
sexual initiation, probably to mark the 
onset of menstruation. Thus they are 
sometimes depicted being pushed from 
behind by a satyr, unseen to them, or by 
their initiating mother or nanny, or they 
are positioned swinging above the opened 
píthos of the Anthestéria. The hanging 
was a kind of symbolic death, the mode of 
execution, torture, or suicide most associ-
ated with females in Greek mythical tradi-
tions, an infamous manner of death, 
whereas men died by the sword. The 
noose as a necklace or ring had metaphor-
ic resonance with the female’s sexuality. 
Among the famous suicides by hanging in 
the mythical tradition were listed Jocasta, 
Antigone, Leda, Byblis, Theseus’ wife 
Phaedra, and Heracles’ wife Dejanira. 
They all hanged themselves from shame of 
pollution to their family or their home. 
Similarly, Telemachus had all the maids 
hanged, after they cleaned the blood of the 
suitors in the house of Odysseus. Accord-
ing to Sophocles, Anticlea, the mother of 
Odysseus also hanged herself, as well as 
Amata in the Aeneid. 
 
      There were two etiologies for the 
swinging ritual, both enacted by a maiden 
named Erigone, which probably indicates 
that they are version of the same motif. By 
one account, she was the half-sister of 
Orestes (by Clytemnestra with her illegiti-
mate lover Aegisthus) who followed him to 
Athens and hanged herself when he was 
acquitted of their common mother’s mur-
der, hence espousing the matrilineal view 
of the opposite verdict, that the mother is 
the operative parent. She may have first 
had a son by Orestes before she hanged 
herself. The son was named Penthilos, a 
name like Pentheus signifying the ‘suffer-
ing’ Dionysian victim in the rituals of 
plant gathering. In a Spartan version of the 
Theban scenario, Penthilos was torn apart 
and devoured by wolves in the mountains 
above Sparta and he was commemorated 
in the eponymous Penthilía festival of 
mourning in his honor. He was also enlist-
ed in the foundational myths of several 
cities. 
 
      By the other account, she is a figure in 
the tale of the arrival of Dionysus to Ath-
ens from Nysa/Thrace with his new gift of 
wine. She is the daughter of Ikarios, who 
first received the god with hospitality and 
shared the intoxicant with his fellow 
shepherds, who thought that he had poi-
soned them and they murdered him and 
tossed his corpse into a well. The event 
took place in the village named after him 
eponymously on the slopes of Mount Pen-
teli, now the up-scale residential suburb of 
Dionysos, from which Thespis in the sixth 
century BCE first was invited into the city 
with his cart on which he staged the per-
formances that would develop into the 
dramatic festivals of tragedy, satyr plays, 
and comedy in honor the deity.  A bas-
relief depicts Ikarios as he receives the 
god, who is seen wearing the high fox pelt 
Thracian boots. Erigone found her father’s 
body and hanged herself from a tree in 
grief. She might be considered the first 
maenad of Athens and an analogue of the 
tale of Pentheus and the unfortunate The-
ban bacchants. In retribution, Dionysus 
made all the maidens of Athens commit 
suicide in the same way, leaving the city 
entirely without marriageable females, 
and then he visited the land with a 
drought, as well as widespread penile dys-
function among the men, which was re-
lieved only when the Athenians accepted 
his cult and invited his giant phallus cer-
emoniously into the city. 
 
      Erigone became a bacchant bride of the 
deity, like an alternative version of Ariad-
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ne, and was transported to the stars as the 
constellation Virgo, the ‘Virgin.’ As a bac-
chant, she can be expected to have en-
gaged in the plant gathering ritual that 
symbolized the persona of the deity that 
predated viticulture. This was apparently 
the case since Ovid’s version of the tale 
claims that the god deceived her with a 
‘false grape’ (falsa uva). This grape substi-
tute (something like the berries of bryony, 
smilax, or ivy) was probably also the cause 
of the shepherds’ assumed poisoning. It 
was Erigone’s dog that had led her to the 
well where she discovered her father. The 
bitch bore an epithet of the dog-goddess 
Hecate as name, called the ‘Scorcher’ Mai-
ra, and she was transported to the heavens 
as Procyon (‘before the dog’), which ac-
companies the so-called ‘hot’ Sirius, the 
brightest star in Canis Major. The rising of 
this constellation ushers in the feverish 
dog days of summer, which were tradi-
tionally when a female’s sexuality peaked, 
unfortunately having the reverse effect 
upon the erections of men. This seasonal 
discrepancy in sexual compatibility was 
celebrated during the dog days by the 
Adonis Gardens, flowerpots that the 
women planted with seeds that quickly 
sprouted, but then were left without water 
to die in the summer heat, whereupon 
they were ritually mourned as personifica-
tions of the lover they had killed through 
their too intense ardor. The Adónia Festival 
was characterized by their clamorous cries 
of lamentation throughout the city. Late 
January (Gamelión, from gámos, ‘mar-
riage’) was named as the ‘marriage 
month,’ when men’s vigor, like the ivy, 
grew strongest and the females’ heat 
cooled. This was the time for the celebra-
tion of the bacchanalia. The ‘dog’ was a 
comic metaphor for the sexual organs of 
both sexes. As the maidens dangled pro-
vocatively from the trees in their swings, 
they sang the song that told the tale of 
Erigone as a searching ‘wanderer’ (Alétes), 
betwixt and between, identifying their 
liminal state and its mythical etiology. 
 
 
Titian’s Bacchanal of the Andrians 
 
      In addition to swinging in memory of 
Erigone at the Anthestéria, the girls hung 
ribbons and dolls from the boughs of olive 
trees, and also the little chóës from their 
earlier initiation as children. Ribbons sym-
bolized union across a division, sexual and 
metaphysical, and girls dedicated their 
dolls to Artemis when they married, as a 
token death in sacrifice of themselves. 
Hanging things in trees was seen as a 
magical way to reverse the death by hang-
ing. There was a mythical tradition that 
maidens who committed suicide by hang-
ing from trees metamorphosed into its 
fruit, and the dolls represent the birthed 
offspring that they offer their potential 
suitors. Marriage was traditionally ritual-
ized with the same symbolism as the fu-
neral. 
 
      The final day of Anthestéria was Chy-
troi, the feast of the ‘Stewpots.’ Although 
intoxication and delusionary vision was 
certainly the result of the three days of 
drinking, there was a playful contest to 
test sobriety in which the contestants at-
tempted to balance themselves upon a 
greased goat wineskin, with the victors 
demonstrating that the goat with its sym-
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bolism of the primordial deity had not 
triumphed. A similar test was the tradi-
tional close of the symposium, the kóttabos, 
a game in which the drinkers attempted to 
toss the last drop of wine at a target. 
 
      The day was named for the stewpots, 
which were filled with a porridge com-
prised of a medley of seeded grains, called 
the panspermía. It signified the return to 
sobriety. A vase painting shows a woman, 
labeled as ‘sobriety’ with the seed por-
ridge refusing wine from a satyr. The 
shape of the stewpot was meant to suggest 
the womb, like the pomegranate, filled 
with seeds. The revelers brought their pots 
to the marshy ground of the cemetery and 
poured out the porridge, of which it was 
forbidden for them to eat, since it was food 
for the dead, bidding farewell to the 
ghosts and inviting them to return for the 
next celebration of the Anthestéria. The 
marshy ground of the cemetery was 
thought to be the residual remnants of the 
waters of the Great Flood that had annihi-
lated all but two descendants of Pandora, 
the first woman, from whom the world 
had been repopulated. Hence it marked 
the transition to the new age of human-
kind. In the Frogs (405 BCE), the comedian 
Aristophanes staged the journey of Dio-
nysus through the marsh on route to the 
otherworld, accompanied by a chorus of 
dancers impersonating croaking frogs. 
 
      It was here in the very ancient temple 
of the Dionysus in the Marshes, opened 
only this one time each year, that the 
‘queen’ (basilínna) had performed her se-
cret rites on the first night of Anthestéria, 
attended by a group of fourteen old 




Plaincourault fresco, Tree in Eden 
 
      It was identified as a ‘bull stall’ (bou-
koleíon). Vase paintings show her within, 
awaiting the arrival of her divine lover, 
sometimes led by a satyr. The chamber 
bears comparison to the ‘inner chamber’ 
(horkáne, ‘enclosure, women’s quarters, 
harem’) of the royal palace where the de-
lusional Pentheus wrestled with the deity 
as a bull in Euripides’ tale of the Theban 
maenads in the Bacchae (staged posthu-
mously in 405 BCE), and ‘bull herders’ 
was the title of certain priests of Dionysus. 
The metaphor probably implies the whole 
complex of the mooing and bellowing bo-
tanical or fungal manifestation of the pre-
viticulture deity that accessed the queen’s 
shamanic rapture, perhaps with her hus-
band, the so-titled ‘king’ (árchon basileús), 
as priestly physical proxy for the god. The 
king and his queen were religious roles 
inherited from ancestors before the reor-
ganization of the government as a democ-
racy. Near the Temple was the sacred 
spring from which the water, presumably 
flowing from the otherworld, was drawn 
for the diluting of the wine drunk during 
the festival. The ritual porridge survives as 
the kóllyba, a mixture of seeds, assimilated 
from antiquity into the Orthodox Church 
as a funeral ritual signifying the seeds as 
emblematic of the communion with the 
spirits of the dead. It is eaten at the 
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gravesite as the corpse is lowered into the 
ground. 
 
      The feast of the Stewpots looked for-
ward to the Great Dionysia drama festival 
in late March, since at the end of the An-
thestéria, the three tragedians who had 
been chosen to mount performances in the 
Theater would announce the titles of their 
plays and display their troupes in costume 
upon a Thespis cart, in commemoration of 
the legendary first dramatist. The Great 
Dionysia eventually included both trage-
dies and comedies, but originally it was a 
festival only of tragedies, with comedies 
originally performed at the Lesser Diony-
sia or Lénaia in January, named for the 
‘wine trough’ (lenós) and the ‘bacchants’ 
(lenídes). Neither the wintery Lesser Diony-
sia nor the Greater in still cold and windy 
March offered ideal climates for outdoor 
theater, but the timing was determined by 
ritual symbolism, rather than convenience. 
 
      The treading of the grapes in late Sep-
tember had marked the return to a world 
before viticulture, and although the bac-
chants of the mountain revel are never 
seen drinking, these women at the Lénaia 
are depicted accessing an extreme state of 
mental derangement by drinking, charac-
teristically with a two-handled mug (sky-
pos) something ladled from a mixing kra-
tér, beside a wooden pillar that supports 
the mask and female attire of the cross-
dressing bacchant god, or beside his tomb-
stone. The skyphos can be wreathed with 
ivy, and the presumption from the empty 
mask and garment is that the deity of viti-
culture is still absent, gestating in his fer-
menting entombment, which they encour-
age by beating hand-held tympana, a 
sound meant to imitate the quaking of the 
earth when it parts to yield up its spirits, 
as will shortly happen at the Anthestéria. 
The skyphos mug is a type of drinking ves-
sel that does not challenge the drinker’s 
sobriety, as does the unstable kylix of the 
Symposium, a broad shallow saucer sup-
ported upon a narrow stem. 
 
      Tragedy was the ‘song’ (oidé) sung for 
the sacrificed ‘goat’ (trágos), commonly 
understood as indicating that the goat was 
the prize, but more probably sung in hon-
or of its sacrifice, implying the figure of 
the goat-satyr as representative of the re-
cidivist power of the deity’s antithesis in 
the time before viticulture, hence the hon-
ored but inevitably offered victim in sacri-
fice, whereas comedy as the song for the 
‘drunken carousal’ or kómos, with the ac-
tors and dancers costumed with the phal-
lus, celebrated the opposite. The kómos, in 
contrast to the urban symposium, was 
celebrated in the rural villages, and in De-
cember, with the vin bourru, the ‘rude 
wine,’ as it is called in French, newly 
pressed and still slightly effervescent, and 
hence surprisingly more intoxicating. The 
typical pattern in tragedy is the necessary 
demise of the primordial persona as victim 
offered to its civilized replacement, liberat-
ing Dionysus or more often his brother 
Apollo and the forces that preside over the 
civilized world symbolized by viticulture. 
Comedy presents the opposite motif as its 
basic theme. The comic hero imagines a 
primordial world of carnival, where reali-
ty can be transformed as suits the whim 
and libido of the irrepressible baser pro-
clivities of the erect penis and the wild 
array of metaphors that it suggests. In 
comedy, the hero remakes the world in his 
image, whereas the hero of tragedy plays a 
higher role as sacrificial victim, succumb-
ing the demands of a better world. The 
women of tragedy typically try to be sub-
servient to their mates, but inadvertently 
they stumble upon the dominance implicit 
in the traditions of their heritage from 
former times. 
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      The announcing of the tragedies at the 
close of Anthestéria was appropriate to the 
send-off of the spirts back to their tombs, 
since drama was another mode of sum-
moning them back. It probably first was 
enacted as a shamanic ritual at a tomb, 
with the spirit of the deceased summoned 
to inspire and possess the narrator like 
Thespis to assume its persona and mask 
and tell the tale or myth of its life. Such 
telling of the stories or myths was original-
ly the essence of ‘education’ or paideía, and 
hence the Theater functioned as a primary 
indoctrination into the norms of civiliza-
tion. It was sacred to Dionysus, not to Bac-
chus, and originally it was attended only 
by men, and all roles of actors and dancers 
were impersonated by males. In comedy, 
all the roles were similarly impersonated 
by males, allow hetaerae might be enlisted 
as mute participants on occasion as need-
ed. A special doctored wine called trímma 
or the ‘grind’ (named for its compounded 
additives) was drunk throughout the se-
quence of daylong performances. The in-
toxication would render the spectators 
particularly susceptible to the enchanting 
and mesmerizing effect of the music, poet-
ic diction, costuming, and dancing.  The 
whole audience assembled on the hillside 
fell into a trance, chained like prisoners to 
the action enacted by the troupe, which 
was itself possessed by the deceased 
mythical figures whose masks they wore. 
As the god of the empty mask, Dionysus 
invites such spiritual impersonations, and 
the masks of the drama were sacred, hung 
as dedications in the trees to blow in the 
wind after the completion of the festival. 
 
      Plato was himself once a tragedian and 
hence his testimony is particularly reliable. 
He likened the Theater to the allegory of 
the Cave, rejecting the experience and re-
nouncing his former profession as engen-
dering a delusionary reality. Poets are not 
in their right minds when they make their 
poems and dramas, but possessed by spir-
its, personified as the nine female Muses, 
who preside over the divisions of 
knowledge, a sisterhood of thrice three 
daughters of Memory. Although Dionysus 
and Apollo were patrons of the arts, tradi-
tionally contrasted as Dionysian and Apol-
lonian modes of inspiration, the creative 
act itself was credited to these daughters 
of Zeus. Socrates, in Plato’s account of his 
trial, testified that the poets, least of the 
various authorities that he interviewed, 
were able to answer his questions and that 
anyone other than the playwright himself 
could give a better explanation of what a 
particular drama meant.  
     
      There is a tradition, undoubtedly au-
thentic, that Euripides made his tragedies 
in a cave on the island of Salamis, close off 
the shore of the Athenian mainland. The 
cave became a tourist attraction in the 
Roman period, and the site of a hero 
shrine in honor of the great dramatist. It is 
a dark, damp, dreary sequence of subter-
ranean chambers, in use as a sacred site 
since Neolithic times. The playwright cer-
tainly did not write his works in such a 
place. The evidence, however, from paro-
dies on the comic stage during his own 
lifetime indicates that it was here that he 
convened the Muses to materialize, and if 
there was any activity within the Cave, it 
involved the traditional metaphors of sex-
ual engagement with spirits, perhaps with 
the actors of his troupe and bacchants. 
    
       It is no coincidence that above the 
great Theater on the southeastern slope of 
the Acropolis there is a sacred cave at the 
base of the rock cliff, now dedicated to the 
Holy Virgin of the Golden Cave. The spir-
itual visions of the playwrights whose 
patron was Dionysus materialized as if 
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funneled into reality onto the viewing area 
below as the enactments on the staging 
area. It was the fame of this Theater in 
antiquity that made Athens the iconic city 
of European civilization. 
 
      There are several caves along the base 
of the Acropolis. In another, known as the 
Long Rocks, beside the ascent to the en-
trance of the ‘High City’ on the western 
end, the ‘queen’ of Athens in primordial 
times experienced a spiritual possession 
by the god Apollo when she picked a cro-
cus flower. She conceived a son by this 
union with a deity materialized from a 
flower. His name was Ion. He was actually 
her son, but they passed him off as the son 
of her husband from a bacchanalia in the 
Wolf Cave above Delphi on Mount Par-
nassus. He marked the transition from 
matriarchal matrilineal descent to the ruse 
of presumed patrilineal offspring in patri-
archal times. Ion was the eponymous an-
cestor of the Ionian tribal group of Greeks. 
He was given the ridiculous etymology of 
his name as the ‘moving’ creature known 
later as the electrically charged atom or 
molecule in chemistry, although the true 
meaning of his name is as an entheogen, a 
sacred psychoactive flower. In mythical 
lore, Krokos metamorphosed into the cro-
cus so that he could joined his lover Smilax 
(bindweed). The emerging crocus resem-
bles a penis, the little non-threatening type 
that art historians note was the Greek 
preference on their gods, rather than the 
gross abnormality of the ithyphallic satyrs, 
which was considered comic. His name 
puns by metathesis upon the kérkos that is 
the ‘tail,’ a common metaphor on the com-
ic stage for the membrum virile, and upon 
the kerkís that is the ‘bobbin’ that shuttles 
back and forth between the threads of the 
loom held apart from the weft by the ktéis 
or ‘comb,’ which designates also the fe-
male genitalia, by metaphor of the wel-
coming vulva receiving the penetrating 
penis of the shuttlecock. Weaving was an 
onerous daily task for women in antiquity. 
Although weaving was the benchmark of 
the ideal wife, even of the Empress mate of 
Augustus himself, its tedium was alleviat-
ed by jesting and obscene ditties. 
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